ANTAGONISTIC PLEIOTROPY: AN INTERSPECIFIC DROSOPHILA COMPARISON.
Wild-type flies of 12 Drosophila species and semispecies were examined to determine whether correlation patterns between early- and late-life fitness characters predicted for individuals within a population by the antagonistic-pleiotropy hypothesis are reflected in comparisons of related species and semispecies that are known to differ in lifespan. Our goal was to determine whether the hypothesis is relevant to the evolution of life-history differences beyond the population level. Two fitness traits, egg production and percentage mating success, were observed at three ages: onset of reproductive age, one week later, and one month later. Age-dependent patterns of these traits do not consistently conform to predictions of the hypothesis. Species or semispecies that show reproductive vitality early in life need not be short-lived, and long lifespan need not be accompanied by a cost in early reproductive vitality, as measured by mating success and egg production. The two fitness traits can show different age-dependent patterns in the same species or semispecies. Potential explanations for the frequent inconsistency of the data with predictions of the hypothesis are discussed. Results support the idea that the hypothesis is only relevant to the evolution of life-history differences among individuals in the same breeding population confronted by the same environmental constraints.